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1)

A collapsing cloud fragment that will forrn a Star of one solar mass (like our Srur)
A) 2 solmmasses.
D) 1020 solar masses.
B) 10 solar masses.
E) 1040 solar masses.

has a mass

of about:

C) 200 solar masses.

l
l

_

2) The Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram plots
against the spectal type or temperature.
A) distance
D) luminosity or absolute magnitude
B) size or density
E) brighhess or apparent magnitude
C) mass
3) During stage 3 of star formation, the dense, opaque region at the center of the cloud is called a:

A) Herbig-Haro object.
B) T Tauri star.

D) protoplanetary nebula
E) zero-age main sequence star.

C) protostar.
4) A stage 4 object can be plotted on the H-R diagram. At this stiage, the star will appear:
A) in the middle left of the diagram.
D) down and to the left of where it will be when it is a
B) inthe middle right ofthe dia$am.
main sequence star.
C) just on the bottom right of the main
E) in the middle of the main sequence.
sequence.

5) Whatphysical property of a star does the spectual
A) density
D) -ass
B) luminosity
E) composition
C) temperature
6)

A cloud fragmenttoo small to form

A) red giant.
B) blackhole.

ffie

measure?

a star becomes a:

C) broum dwarf.

D) T Tauri object.
E) Herbig Haro object.
7)

A cloud fragment too small to collapse into a main
sequence star becomes a:

A) white dwarf.
B) pulsar.
C) T Tauri oQject.
D) brown dwarf.
E) planet of another star.
8) What is the key factor that determines the temperature, density, radius, luminosity, and pace of evolution of a
protostellar object?
A) composition ofthe nebula
D) temperature ofttre nebula
B) rotation of the nebula
E) magnetism ofthe nebula
C) mass ofthe nebula
9) How long does it take an M class star to reach the main sequence, compared to a solar type star?
A) a tenth as
D) about twenty times longer
B) about the same, 30 millisn ygar5
E) longer than the age of the Galaxy
C) about twice as long

long

10) The brightest stars of a young open cluster

A) Cepheid variables.
B) massive blue main sequence stars.
C) red giants.

will

be:

D) yellowmain sequence stars like the Sun.
E) T Tauri variables.

11) The single most important determinant of the Gmperaturg density, radius, luminosity,
and pace

its:
composition.
field.

evolution of a protostar is
A) chemical
B) magnetic
C) spin.

of

;

D) mass.
E) molecular composition.

12) Which type of star has the strongest stellar winds?
A) giant K- and M-type stars
D) main sequence O- and B-type stars

B) white dwarfs
C) dwarfK- andM-type stms

l3) A star (no matter urhat its mass)
A) as a protostar.

E) T Tauri stars

spends most of its

life:

B) as a main 5squsnse star.
C) as a planetary nebula.
D) as a red giant or supergiant.
E) as a T Tauri variable star.
14) Higher mass protostars enter the main seque.lrce:
A) faster and at a higher luminosity and temperature.
B) faster and at a lower luminosity and temperature.
C) slower and at a higher luminosity and temperature.
D) slower and at a lower luminosity and temperature.
E) at the sAme rate, but at a higher luminosity and temperature.
15) How are T Tauri stars characterized observationally?
A) by zudden
in their brightness D) They are newly-formed stars that are short period binaries.
thanges

temperatures

B) by very high
E) by very rapid rotation
C) by very high magnetic fields and large starspots

lQ

The Chandrasekhar Limit is:
A) the upper mass limit for a white
D) the point at which a planetary nebula forms.
B) the temperature at which hydrogen fusion starts. E) the lowermass timit for a Type II zuperrova.
C) the temperature at which helirnn fusioa starts.

dwarf.

lA

What are X-ray bursters?
A) They are the central sources of energy forplanetary nebulae.
B) They are very massive stars that explode as supemovae, emitting bursts of X- rays and gamma-rays.
C) They are rapidly rotating black holes whose precession points their poles toward us on Jccasion.
D) They are violent e,nergy sources known to lie at the heart gf the Miliy Way and similar massive

galaxies.

,

E) They are neuton stars on whic,h accreted matter builds up, then explodes in a violent nuclear
explosion.
18) The stars found in nebulae like the orion Nebula probably formed:
A) a few million years
D) billions of years ago.
B) about l0 million years
E) at the beginning of th" universe.
C) hundreds of millions ofyears ago.

ago.
ago.

t9) Protostars can be observed in:
A) the Crab Nebula
D) the Helix Nebula.
B) the Andromeda Galaxy. E) our Solar System.
C) the OrionNebula.

L20)Eta Carinae is an example of a:
A) black hole.
B) supermassive star.
C) red dwarf.

2l) When a star's inward savity

D) nebula.
E) stellar nursery.

and outward pressure are balanced, the star is said
to be:
D) in hyrclrostatic equilibrium-Ej a stage 2 protostar.

collapse.
B) in thermal expansi611.
A) in gravitational

C) in rotational equilibriurn

2z)what inevitably forces a star like the Sun to evolve away from
being amainsequence star?
A) The core begins fusing iron.
B) The star uses up all its supply of hydrogen.
C) The carbon-detona-tion exptoaes it as a!rye I supemova.
D) Helium builds up in the core, while tfr" [varog* burning
shell expands.
E) The core loses a1l its neutrinos, so all fusion

"Jur"r.

23) What can you conclude about a Type I supemova?
A) It was originally a low-mass
D) Its spectum will show large amounts of hydrogen.
was originally a high mass
rne it* o"rr", reached the-chanorasekfiar Limit.
!)
Jt
C) Its core was mostly iron.

itar.
star. rj

24)rL order of visual luminosity at the starf which is most
luminous?
A) ared supergrant
D) atype I supemova
B) a planetary nebula
$ a type II zupernova
C) anova
25) whal specffal tlpe of star that is still around formed
longest ago?

A)o

B)A

c)F

D)K

E)M

26) What spectal type of star that is still
around formed most recently?

A)o
B)A
C)F

D)K
E)M
27) Which stars in gtobular clusters are believed
to be examples of mergers?
A) eclipsing binaries
B) blue supergiants
C) blue shagglers
D) brown dwarfs
E) planetary nebulae cores
28) what is the source
9{ttt" large dust shells seen around some red gants and red supergiants?
A) leftover material from their
D) debrisleft behinJ by passing comets
B) debris left behind by a
E) star-forming molecular clouds
C) material from winds from these same stars

formation
superrova

Use this diagram

for question Zg-3G
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29) Onthe H-R diagram, red supergiants like Betelguese lie:
A) at the bottom left.
D) atthetopright.
B) at the bottom right.
E) They can't be plotted" for they are not main sequence.
C) at the top left.
30) On the H-R diagrqm, white dwarfs like Sirius B and Procyon B lie:
A) atthetopleft.
D) at the lower left.
B) at the top right.
E) atthe lowerright.
C) close to the Sun, near the center.
31) On the H-R diagrarn, What is the name of the path between the points labeled 10 and 11?
A) planetarynebula
D) asymptotic gant branch
giant
B) red
branch
E) white dwarf
C) horizontal branch
32) On the diagram, What is the name of the star labeled 10?
A) planetarynebula
B) red giant branch
C) horizontal branch
D) asymptotic
E) white dwarf

grantbranch

1

33) On the H-R diagram, the Sun lies:

A) atthetopleft.
B) atthe bottom left.
C) atthe bottomright.
D) about the middle of the main

sequence.

E) at the top right.
34) Refer to the H-R diagram. At what numbered point
on the gra.ph above.does the helium flash occur?

A)7

D)

10

B)8

E)

11

c)e
35) Refer to the H-R diagram. What is the rltrure of the path between the points labeled
A) planetarynebula
D) asymptotic grant branch
B) red giant branch
E) white dwarf
C) horizontal branch

1l

and 12?

36) Refer to the H-R diagram. What is the name of the path between the points labeled 13 and 14?

A) planetarynebula
B) red giant branch
C) horizontal branch
37)

As a4-10 solar mass

i

D) asymptotic giant branch

E)whitedwarf

star leaves the main sequence on its way to becoming
A) decreases.
' D) remains roughly constant.
B) first decreases, then increases. E) fifft increases, then decreases.

a red zuperglant,

C) increases.
38) ALnost half of all known millisecond pulsars are found in what type of object?
A) giant molecular clouds
D) emission nebulae
B) open clusters
E) supemovaremnants
C) globulff clusters

its luminosity:

3e) What are blaclt dwarfs?
A) the lowestmass main sequence
stars
B) the end result ofmassive'"t*
""oiofio,
not quite

ilri*;ugh to be stars
:lf:l p"lf"
3l:*:'^g:.1?r,:'"*^*;dil?"ff#;Hffi
E)
cooled off white dwarfs ,hrr
t ;;iIiJi.irffi
";
Sl

40) compared to our suq a t5pical
white dwarfhas:
A) aboutthe same mass and density.
B) about the same mass and
amillion times higher density.
C) a larger mass and a 100 tnn;
to*.
D) a smaller mass and half the
Jensity.
E) a smaller mass and twice
the density.

a.*i;:*

4l) A s,rface explosioa

o:r a uzhite dwarf, caused
by faning matter from
creates what ktd of object?

the atuosphere of its binary

"o*n*"o
D) type r *p"r"r-

A) hlpemova
B) nova

C) gamma ray

4z)whatevidenlis

-

burstar

E) t;pe II supemova

-'

there that supemova€ rearly
have occurred?

A) Crab Nebula
B)

supernovaremnants

c)

existence ofheavy radioactive

D) observations ofthe acfual explosions
above'

"r"*"?flitff

43) What produces' a tlpe-I
supemova?
A) the collapse of the core of a
massive star
B) the helium flash blows apart
agiant,s core
c) -ass transfer onto a wnii" ow#p*u"g
lt over r.4 solar masses
D) a nova igniting a hetium
fl*h-T
gfli
E) the radioactive decay of nickel
so irto .8i"ft "i_p*ioo
ira iron 56
44) Which of these is
nrogenitor of a type I supemova?
{e fi\eff
A) a mas5-a6psfer
binary, ,frft tn" *hit"
at r.3sorar masses
B) a contact binary, witl tle neutron
star at 2.3 solar rmsses
c) aa evolved red giant which ,: jry
s,icon in its core
D) an evolved bluJsupergrant that
the helium flash
E) a helfuun-neon whiti

ir*J

ii

ilrrf ,i;;y
r*d;l;;;"
i ;d;?,;;;ence

Awarf

45) For a white dwarf to exprode
entirely as a Type I supemova,
its mass must be:
A) at least 0'08 solar
,l]gb
L" -ort massive known stars.
B) 1.4 solarmasses, the Chandraselfiar
ttt
IjlZOsolarmasses,
ttre
Hubble Limit.
C) 3 solarrursses, tt Srt*u.ta"nifa

*asses'

ou'*il'::LTrthe

Limit
firt"

"

skv brightens suddenls

ni t5'per supemova
c) type II supemova

rril;;;

L* .ho*, no hvdrogen lines in its spectrum.
D) stellarcollision'
E) asteroidimpact'

It is mosr likely a(n):

47)Two^lmnortant
nro_nerties of young neutron stars are:
AJ exhemely slow rotation
strong magnetic field.
B) extuemely raprd rotation rnO
a weak magnetic field.
C) exhemely rapid rotation ana
a
D) no rotation and aweak magnetic
field.
E) no rotation and no magnetil
field.

*ju

d;;il;#ilh.

I

48) Neuhon stars have:
A) very stong bi-polar magnetic fieldB.
B) weak or non-existent magnetic fields.
C) periods of days or weeks.

D) monopolar fields that switch polarity every rotation.
E) no relationto pulsars.

49) According to Hubble's Law, the greater a galaxy's redshift, the:
D) farttrer it is from us.
A) closer it is to us.
E) greater its mass.
B) yormger it is.
C) faster ifs approaching us.
50) The Schwartzschild radius for a 12 solar mass star is:
D) 100 km.
E) 3000 km.
B) ls
C) 36 hn.

A)4h.
h.

51) A nearby star has a parallax of 0.2 arc seconds. What is its
distance?
D) 5 parsecs
A).1 parsec
E) 50 parsecs
B) .2 parsec
parsec
C) .5

52) For finding the distance to M31, Hubble relied upon:
A) RR Lyrae stars in its globulm clusters.
B) type I supemova in its core.
C) type II supemova in its spiral anns.
D) Cepheid variables in its spiral anns.
E) planetary nebulae near its core.

53) If a star has a parallax of 0.05", then its distance in light years is about:
D) 65 light years.
A) 6.4light years.
E) l00light years.
B) l2.7lightyears.
C) 20 light years.
54) Stars that have nuuses similm to the Sm's, and sizes similm to the Earth are:
D) red dwarfs.
A) main sequence stars.
E) brown dwarfs.
B) white dwarfs.
giants.
red
C)
55)

Ifa

star is found by spectroscopic observations to be about 500 parsecs distant, its parallax is:

A).2".

B).5'.

c).02'.

D).002'

E).00s'

56) If a star appears to move back and forth relative to other stars 6ver a six-month period, this motion is due to
the star's:
A) tanwersemotion.
D) Doppler shift.
B) radial motion.
E) true space motion.
C) parallax shift.
57) Ha star appears to move relative to other stars over a oneyear period, this motion is due to the star's:
D) Doppler shift.
A) tansverse motion.
E) true space motioa.
B) iadial motion.
C) parallax shift.

58) What are the two most important intrinsic properties used to classifr stars?
A) mass and
D; distance and surface temperature
B) h,minssrty and surface temperature E) distance and color
C) distance and luminosity
59) Having nothing to do with trigonometry,
use the width of absorption lines to estimate
the stals luminosity and size and distance.
A) bolometric
D) holographic
B) photometric
E) videometric
C) spectroscopic

age

-parallaxes

60) What is the typical main sequence lifetime of a G-type star?
A) 10 million years
D) 10 bitrlion years
B) 100 million years
E) 100 billion years
C) 1 billion years
61) Which statement aboutthe Local GroW is FALSE?
A) It contains about 45 member galaxies.

B) Its notable spirals include the Milly Way, M31, and M33.
C) Most of its members are dwarf eltiptical and iregular gataxies.
D) It contains the large radio galaxy Centaurus A.
E) It is about three million light years across.
62) What is the nearest huge cluster ofthousands of galaxies, to which the Local Group may belong?
A) The GreatWall
B) Coma Cluster
C) Virgo Cluster
tr,
D) Corona Borealis Cluster
75,000
E) Sagittarius Cluster
63) According to the Hubble Law, a galaxy with a
velocity of 25,000 kn:/s will be:

A)

millionpcs away.
B) 400 millionpcs away.
C) 700 millionpcs away.
D) 1000 millionpcs away.
E) less than 1 millionpcs away.
100
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64) Which astronomical object onthis year's list was named afterthe
latin phrase for 'Hunting Dogs' for and is illusrated in figne #1

A) Omicron Ceti
B) Mls
C) Henize 2-246
D) J075141 lJl74L4A
E) SS Cygd
65) Which ashonomical object on this year's list is described as
"a spherical collection of hundreds of thousands of stars in
the outer halo of the Large Magellanic Cloud that catbe seen
from the southern fusmisphere."
D) NGC 1846
A) SNR G1.9+0.3
E) SNR 0s09-67.s
B) SS Cvgni
c) NGC 2440
66) Which astronomical object on this year's list is a close
binary system? One of the components is a
dwarf-type star, cooler than the Sun, while the other is
a white dwarf, the stms are so close that they complete
their orbital revolution in slightly over 6 1/2 hours and
have a light curve illustrated in figure #2
D) SN 2Ollfe
A) HM Cancri
E) NGC 1846
B) SS Cvpi
c) sNR G1.9+0.3

red

E' ,3
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67) Which astonomical object(s) onthis year's list is a binar
few hundred thousand miles apart in the constellation 'Aquilla' the Eagle. They predicted to
supernova in an estimated 700 million years
D) Tycho's SNR
A) SNR 0so9-67.s
E) Henize 2-248
B)NGC 23e2
c) NGC 1846
68) Which ashonomical objec(s) on this year's list is the youngest known super nova rermant in our galaxy.
D) SNR G1.9+0.3
A) SNR 0509-67.s
E) HM Canqi
B) Tycho's SNR
C) SN 20l1fe
69) ) Which astronomical object on this year's list is unique because of its 'light echo"?
---o Researchers at the Space Tblescope Science Institute in Baltimore, Md. have idenffied light from the
supernova that was reflected offof interstellar dust, delaying its arrival at Earth by 400 years. This delay,
called a light echo of the supemova explosion also allowed the astronomers to measure the spectral
signature ofthe light fromthe explosion. Byvirtue ofthe color signature, astonomers were able to
deduce it was a T5rpe Ia supemova'
D) Henize 1-1357
A) SNR0509-67.s
E) Tycho's SNR
B) NGC 2392
C) SN 20Ltfe

--

70) Omnicron Ceti would most likely be located between which numbers of the H-R diagram back on page 5

A)13-14
B)12-13
c) tt- t2

'D)8-e
E)7-8
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